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A B S T R A C T

The paper reports on development of Boundary Element Method (BEM) based numerical algorithm for the
numerical simulation of the freeze drying process in a vial. In the paper the problems of freeze-drying modeling
are covered in detail. The BEM based algorithm is developed for the axisymmetrical geometry case using the
Subdomain BEM approach. A special feature of the algorithm is an implicit representation of the interface
conditions at the sublimation front, which is a great advantage of the proposed numerical scheme. As a test case
the freeze drying of skim milk in a vial is selected. The numerical results show a good agreement with reference
data proving that the developed numerical model is appropriate, accurate and fast in simulating the primary and
secondary drying stage. The numerical analysis also shows that the time step during the secondary drying stage
can be increased by a factor 100, which reduces the computational time drastically.

1. Introduction

Freeze-drying or lyophilization is a process of removing the liquid
phase, usually water, from the initial wet compound or solution and
can be divided into three stages. The first stage is freezing of the base
compound to solidify it, then the surrounding pressure is lowered to
the level where the frozen water can sublimate and the second stage
begins represented by the sublimation process of the frozen water
(primary drying). After the sublimation process ends the third stage
begins that is described by the desorption of the bounded water in the
dried material (secondary drying). Because the freeze-drying process is
controlled at relatively low temperatures, the base material is preserved
with all its quality and also becomes more stable [1]. For this reason,
the freeze-drying process is mostly used in the food, chemical,
pharmaceutical and biotechnological industry [2–4,1]. In the food
industry the product is usually placed freely on the trays, where in the
pharmaceutical industry the product (solution) is predominantly filled
in vials.

The freeze-drying is due to the slow drying rate and high invest-
ment cost into the equipment and product batch, a very expensive
process. Therefore it needs a careful process planning and control, with
the aim to reduce the drying time and to be as energy efficient as
possible [2,5–7,4,8–10]. To be able to predict the correct drying times
and to set the correct process control so the temperature of the frozen
solution or material does not exceed the melting or scorch temperature
during the drying process, a good mathematical or numerical model is
needed.

Numerical modeling of freeze-drying process is very demanding
because of the needed knowledge of the heat and mass transfer
including the phase change of liquid (water). The general numerical
model can be used to describe the freeze-drying process in many
systems, like vials that are very popular in the pharmaceutical industry.
However, the freeze-drying process has many characteristics that had
to be included into the numerical model for successful simulation. The
first characteristic is that the freeze-drying process is a time dependent
problem, because of the moving sublimation front and changing
parameter values of the process. The heat and mass transfer is
governed by the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy.
The sublimation process at the moving sublimation interface between
the frozen and dried region has to be included as well as the desorption
of the bounded water in the dried region. The second characteristic is
that the ratio of heat transfer by conduction, convection and radiation
at freeze-drying in vials is very different from the ratio of drying
process at the atmospheric conditions, because of the much lower
surrounding pressure, which almost eliminates the convection.
Therefore, the conduction and the radiation plays a major role in the
heat transfer process [7,5,2]. The next characteristic is that the dried
material is highly porous, which can not be described directly due to
the complex internal structure. Therefore, the dry material had to be
modeled using the porous model approach. The freeze-drying process
and also the mass transfer of the liquid phase take place at very low
static pressure, where the free range between the molecules is very
large and consequently also the Knudsen number, which questions the
correctness of using the governing equations that are written for the
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continuum phase. This is especially problematic for modeling of the
momentum transfer and condensation of the liquid phase (water) in
the lyophilizator chamber and condenser [11,12].

For these reasons, the numerical modeling of freeze-drying process
in general is a very demanding task to do, and the accuracy of
computational models depend on the used mathematical model.
However, to be able to simulate freeze-drying process in the whole
lyophilizator, we first need to successfully model and solve the problem
of product freeze-drying, what is the main focus of the reported work
here. Through the years, several different mathematical models
describing heat and mass transfer in the freeze-drying process have
been proposed. From the most simple ones [5] to the advanced models
using partial differential equations (PDE) [13–15]. The “sorption-
sublimation” model described in [14–18] has proven to be accurate
and successful in simulating the freeze-drying process in vial solution.
Mascarenhas et al. [17] solved the freeze-drying model using Finite
Element Method (FEM) with arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
scheme. They applied the 2D axisymmetrical model to the freeze-
drying problem in a vial for protein Bovine Somatotropin (BST)
and skim milk, where the latter problem has been treated as a 1D
problem. Sheehan and Liapis [2] upgraded the problem description
with more accurate boundary conditions where they included the
radiation and solved the model using the Finite Difference method
(FDM). They applied their numerical model to the freeze-drying of
skim milk in vials and investigated three different cases, by changing
vial at different locations (center or corner) and setting different
process controls for not exceeding the melting and scorch temperature.
Recently Song et al. [19,18] and Nam and Song [20] used the
Finite Volume Method (FVM) to solve the mathematical model
described by Sheehan and Liapis [2] to solve problem of skim milk
freeze-drying in vial. Since Boundary Element Method solves the
integral representation of the governing equations by using special
weighting functions and simultaneously solve the resulting system
of equations for the function and its derivative, this paper reports on
the novel implementation of the Boundary Element Method (BEM)
for the numerical solution of the “sorption-sublimation” model of
freeze-drying in vial.

As stated, the paper is focused on the development of numerical
model for freeze-drying simulation of skim milk in one vial using BEM
to solve the complex system of non-linear governing equations in space
and time domain. The used BEM approach has been already success-
fully implemented to various numerical problems from fluid dynamics
[21–24], moisture transport [25], bioheat problems [26,27], as well as
the solid-liquid phase change problems [28–30].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the freeze-
drying in a vial in more detail especially the heat and mass transfer
phenomena. The derived governing equations (mathematical model)
with the description are reported in Section 3. The Section 4 covers
the description of the implemented BEM with fundamental solution
and numerical discretization of governing equations, yielding the
complete numerical model for freeze-drying simulation in vials.
Computational example with validation, results and discussion is
presented in Section 5. The paper ends with the conclusion and
acknowledgment in Section 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Freeze-drying in a vial

The case under consideration is the freeze-drying stage in vial,
which is typically placed on the tray inside a lyophilizator drying
chamber. The vial which contains a drying substance is schematically
shown on Fig. 1, where three main areas can be observed:

• the area above the initial free surface of the drying substance,
consisting of vacuum and evaporated solvent (water vapor),

• the porous region above the sublimation interface, consisting of
solid matrix with adsorbed solvent,

• the porous region below the sublimation interface, consisting of
frozen solvent and solid matrix with adsorbed solvent.

The process starts when the frozen substance is subjected to a sudden
decrease in pressure, setting the thermodynamic conditions below the
triple point of the water for sublimation to occur. The freeze-drying
process proceeds as follows. The vial is heated by the two heating
plates, one above and one below the vial. The heat is transferred to the
frozen substance from the top, the bottom and through the sides of the
vial, as shown in Fig. 1. At the top, the heat transfer is mainly due to the
radiation, as the vial is not in the direct contact with the upper plate
and the low static pressure of the surrounding decreases conduction
and convection heat transfer in the vacuum. The heat from below
comes from heat radiation and conduction, because of the direct
contact between the vial and the lower heating plate. The effect of
the heat radiation to the side surface of the vial in general depends on
the number and position of the surrounding vials [8], but is frequently
neglected, especially in the case of fully packed tray in a standard
lyophilizator. Here we can conclude that the main contribution of the
vial heating comes from above and below. For these reasons, also many
other authors neglect the side heat flux and treat the problem as one-
dimensional [5,13,16,17].

The pressure difference between the sublimation surface and the
vacuum induces sublimation, which is due to the sublimation enthaply
a very energy demanding process. Heating of the shelves solves the
problem of energy supply and enables to take control of the process.
Because of the opened top of the vial, the drying starts at the top and
proceeds toward the bottom of the vial. On the sublimation front or
interface, which separates the frozen and already dried region, we
assume that the concentration or partial pressure of the water is equal
to the equilibrium concentration at the interface temperature, and that
the mass flux of the inert gas is equal to zero, which means that the
gradient of partial pressure of the inert gas is also equal to zero. In
addition, we predict that the temperature on the sublimation front is
continuous, while the gradient of the temperature is not, because of the
sublimation process, as well as of different thermal conductivity of both
regions. The energy conservation law on the interface is described in
detail by the used model presented in the next section, here we would
like to state only that the net heat flux at the interface also depends on
the movement or velocity of the interface. As stated before, the dried
region is highly porous, therefore, we can presume that there is no
closed pockets and that the inert gas and water vapor can move freely.
The movement of gaseous phase in the porous material can be
described by the Darcy law. While the sublimation takes place at the
interface, the desorption process from the remaining porous solid is
also present in the dried region. When all the frozen water is removed

Fig. 1. Basic data on freeze drying in a vial.
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only the desorption remains active to remove the bounded moisture to
the desired level.

The freeze-drying process is usually divided into two parts, the
primary and secondary drying stage [5,17]. The first stage is repre-
sented mainly by the sublimation process of the frozen liquid and it
ends when all the frozen water is removed. The desorption process is
also present in the primary drying stage in the dried region, but it is not
a dominant process. After the first stage, the second stage begins,
where the desorption dictates the drying process. This paper covers the
modeling of the primary and the secondary drying stage, with the aim
to determine or evaluate the overall drying time to achieve the desired
level of dryness, which is one of the main goals in the optimization of
lyophilization [7,4,10].

3. Governing equations

Freeze-drying process is governed by the mass and energy con-
servation equations including the moving interface conditions, as
described. The energy conservation equation is written for the tem-
perature field in the dried and frozen region while the mass conserva-
tion is usually written for the sublimating water in the form of bounded
concentration and partial pressure of liquid vapor, and for the inert gas
in the form of partial pressure inside the dried region. Therefore, the
aim is to obtain the temperature and concentration field of bounded
water inside the substance in vial, together with the partial pressure of
inert gas and moisture vapor. In the next subsections a more detailed
description of the used governing equations is written.

3.1. Conservation of energy

Conservation of energy for the dried region (I) can be stated in the
following form:
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t
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where ρe I, , cpe I, and λe I, represent the effective density, effective specific
heat and effective thermal conductivity of the dried region, respectively.

T stands for the temperature, C is the bounded water concentration, N
⎯→⎯

v

and N
⎯→⎯

i represent the mass flux of water vapor and inert gas,
respectively, cp g, is the specific heat of the gaseous phase, dHv the
vaporization heat of the bounded liquid and ρI p, the density of the
porous material in the dried region. The first term on the left hand side
of Eq. (1) represents the accumulation of the heat, the second one the
convection, the third one diffusion and the last one the heat sink due to
the desorption process. The time derivative of the bounded water
concentration is negative, due to the decreasing concentration, there-
fore the last term represents the heat sink.

In the frozen region (II) the heat transfer is only governed by the
conduction, therefore the heat transfer equation can be written in the
following form:
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where ρII, cp II, and λII represent density, specific heat capacity and
thermal conductivity of the frozen region, respectively. The term on the
left hand side represents the heat accumulation and the term on the
right hand side the heat diffusion, which can be expressed by Laplace in
the case of constant heat conductivity. For the frozen material it is
assumed to be homogeneous and to have constant material properties
(λ const= .II ), therefore the diffusion is described with the Laplace
function.

3.2. Conservation of mass

In the freeze-drying process water in the form of ice sublimates and
diffuses through the dried porous region, but is also bounded in the

base material. Due to the water vapor movement from the sublimation
front to the orifice of the vial, the contra-movement of inert gas occurs,
which also affects the movement of the water vapor. Therefore, the
mass conservation law for the inert gas also needs to be accounted for.

The mass conservation laws are written only for the dried region.
Therefore, the mass transfer equation for the water vapor can be
written in the following form:
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where ϵ represents the porosity of the dried material, Mv the molecular
mass of the water, R the ideal gas constant and pv the partial pressure
of water vapor. The first term on the left hand side represent the
accumulation of the water vapor, the second one is convection, while
the right hand side represents desorption of bounded water in the base
material. The desorption term has a negative sign, which comes from
the negative time derivative of the bounded water concentration,
making the term positive and the desorption acting as the mass source.
The mass conservation for the inert gas is stated in the similar manner,
with the exception of desorption:
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where Mi and pi represent the molecular mass and partial pressure of
inert gas, respectively. The first term from the left describes the
accumulation of the inert gas and the second one the convection of
it. As can be observed, the inert gas and water vapor are treated as the
ideal gasses. Since the total pressure and partial pressures of the inert
gas and water vapor are in the range of few Pascals, the assumption of
ideal gas can be applied.

To describe the mass conservation of both gaseous phases com-

pletely, the mass fluxes of the inert gas N
⎯→⎯

i and the water vapor N
⎯→⎯

v have
to be defined. The gradient model similar to the Darcy law can be used,
therefore, the mass fluxes are written in the following form:
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where k1 and k3 are the bulk diffusivity constants and k2 and k4 the self
diffusivity constants. The bulk constants k1 and k3 are very similar and
are defined as
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where C2 represents the constant that depends only upon the structure
of the porous region and represents the ratio of bulky diffusivity within
the porous medium to the free gas bulk diffusivity, Kv and Ki are
Knudsen diffusivities for the water vapor and inert gas, respectively,
Kmx is the mean Knudsen diffusivity for binary gas mixture and Dv i,

0 the
free gas mutual diffusivity multiplied by the total pressure:

D D p p= ( + )v i v i v i,
0

, (9)

Here the Dv i, represents the free gas mutual diffusivity for binary gas
mixture and p p+v i the total pressure in the dried region. The self
diffusivity constants k2 and k4 are usually taken as equal [17,2,19] and
are defined as

k k
K K
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C
μ
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+ ( + )
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2 4
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0

01

(10)

where C01 represents the Darcy flow permeability constant and μmx the
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viscosity of the binary gas mixture in the dried region. The mean
Knudsen diffusivity for binary gas mixture can be determined by the
equation

K
p

p p
K

p
p p
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+

+
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v

v i
v

i

v i
i

(11)

where the Knudsen diffusivity of inert gas Ki and water vapor Kv are
defined as

K C RT
M

=i
i
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K C RT
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v

1
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with C1 representing the Knudsen flow permeability constant. With the
listed mass transfer models the system of equations for the mass
transfer of inert gas (4) and water vapor (3) is closed.

3.3. Conditions at the interface

The heat and mass transfer in the freeze-drying process are highly
interconnected, as can be seen from Eq. (1), (2), (3) and (4). One of the
main features is the ice sublimation process, with water changing the
state from solid to vapor, taking place at the sublimation front or the
interface dividing the frozen region from the dried one. The mass flux
of the water vapor from the sublimation front into the dried region
depends on water vapor partial pressure difference between the
sublimation front with the saturation pressure pv

⋆ and the partial
pressure in the surrounding dried porous region. The partial pressure
of saturation depends on the interaction of the base material and ice as
well as on the temperature, and a dedicated model has to be used. In
general the model for saturation pressure can be written in the
following form:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟p B B

B dH
T

= ·exp −v
v⋆

1 2
3

(14)

where B1, B2 and B3 are model constants that depend on the
composition of the freeze-drying material. For the case of freeze-drying
of the skimmed milk, the model for saturation pressure together with
model constants is listed in Table 3.

The desorption process takes place in the already dried region
during the drying process on the surface of the porous solid structure.
For the mass conservation Eqs. (3) and (4) the rate of desorption has to
be determined. In this case the first order kinetics model was used,

C
t

k C C∂
∂

= ( − ),g
⋆

(15)

where kg represents the mass transfer coefficient and C⋆ the equili-
brium water concentration, which depends on the partial pressure of
the water vapor, the amount of bounded water inside the dried material
and temperature. The equilibrium water concentration can be written
in the following form:

C A A A A T T= ·exp( ( − ·( − )))⋆
1 2 3 4 0 (16)

where A1, A2, A3 and A4 are the binary mixture constants and T0 the
initial temperature of the frozen material. The model for skimmed-milk
is stated in the Table 3.

On the sublimation front dedicated boundary conditions have to be
imposed. The first one is the compatibility condition for the heat
transfer, stating that the temperature field is continuous. The second

condition states that the mass flux of inert gas is equal to zero, N
⎯→⎯

= 0i ,
and the last one is the equilibrium boundary condition for the heat
transfer. The equilibrium boundary condition on the sublimation front
takes into consideration the heat flux due to the conduction, the

sublimation heat, convection of the water vapor and the movement of
the sublimation front, and can be represented as
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where n→ represents the normal vector of the sublimation front, v→n the

normal velocity of the sublimation front, N
⎯→⎯

v n, the normal mass flux of
the water vapor and cp Ip, the heat capacity of porous material. The first
and third term from the left represent the heat flux due to the
temperature gradient (Fourier law), the second and fourth term
represent the effect of the sublimation front movement, the fifth term
is the energy used for the sublimation and the last one the convection
of the water vapor. As can be seen the temperature gradient at the
interface is discontinuous not only due to the different thermal
conductivities but also because of the sublimation process. Of course

the normal velocity v→n can be linked to the normal mass flux N
⎯→⎯

v n, of
water vapor through equation

v
N

ρ ρ
→ = −

⎯→⎯

−n
v n

II I p

,

, (18)

with the density difference ρ ρ( − )II I p, of the phases.

4. Subdomain boundary element method discretization

The mathematical model of freeze-drying in a vial is non-linear and
interconnected, which is impossible to solve analytically, therefore a
numerical approach has been used. To transform the governing partial
differential equations into their discrete form, the Boundary Element
Method (BEM) using the subdomain approach has been used (Ramšak
et al. [21,22]). One of the reasons for selecting the BEM as the method
of choice is the fact that solution of BEM based discretized equations
produces results for the function as well as for the function's derivative
with the same order of accuracy.

The problem of heat and mass transfer in a vial under the freeze-
drying process in a process device is definitely a three-dimensional
problem that depends on the position of the vial in the lyophilization
chamber (middle, edge or corner), which affects primarily the heat
transfer from the surroundings [8,4]. However, in this paper we decide
to investigate the freeze-drying process in only one vial, therefore due
to the vial axisymmetrical geometry it is reasonable to treat the
problem as axisymmetrical one. The axisymmetrical treatment is also
reasonable for the vials that are fully surrounded with other vials
[17,2,4].

In the next subsections the description of the BEM numerical
scheme for solving the freeze-drying process in a vial under axisym-
metric conditions is given, together with the discretization of the
governing equations and the resulting numerical solution algorithm.

4.1. Discretization of the poisson equation using BEM

The resulting governing equations can all be cast into the form of
the Poisson equation, which is a non-homogeneous elliptic partial
differential equation, in general stated as

u s b sΔ ( ) + ( ) = 0, (19)

where Δ represents the Laplace operator, u stands for the arbitrary field
function, b for the source term or the non-homogeneous part and
s s x y z= ( , , ) for the spatial vector. In the case of the freeze-drying
governing equations the field function u can represent the temperature
or partial pressure, while the non-homogeneous part b represents the
accumulation, convection, desorption etc.

As all of the governing equations have the same general properties,
derivation of BEM for the general axisymmetrical case is presented
first, starting with the integral form of Green's second identity, which in
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the case of the Poisson Eq. (19) reads as:

∫ ∫ ∫c ξ u ξ q S u ξ S dΓ u S q ξ S dΓ b s u ξ s dΩ( ) ( ) = ( ) *( , ) − ( ) *( , ) + ( ) *( , ) ,
Γ Γ Ω

(20)

where Ω Ω x y z= ( , , ) represents the computational domain and
Γ Γ x y z= ( , , ) the boundary of the computational domain.
S S x y z= ( , , ) is the spatial vector of the boundary, q u n= ∂ /∂ normal
derivative of the field function, ξ ξ x y z= ( , , ) is the source point, c the
free coefficient that depends on the position of the source point and u*
and q u n* = ∂ */∂ are the Green fundamental solution and its normal
derivative, respectively. The fundamental solution for the elliptic
equation and 3D domain is u ξ s πd ξ s*( , ) = 1/(4 ( , )), where d ξ s( , )
represents the distance between the source point and arbitrary space
point. As can be seen from the integral Eq. (20), we have to evaluate the
boundary integrals, as well as the domain one, which can not be
avoided in the case of non-homogeneous elliptic equation. In the case
of homogeneous elliptic equation the domain integral vanishes and
only boundary integrals remain.

Because the problem is treated as axisymmetrical, the cylindrical
coordinate system r φ z( , , ) is introduced. The elementary volume can
be therefore written as dΩ dxdydz J drdφdz= = and the elementary
surface dΓ as dΓ J d dφ= ℓ , where J is determinant of the Jacobian
matrix and is equal to J r s= ( ) for the cylindrical coordinate system,

and d dr dzℓ = +2 2 represents the elementary distance. The integral
Eq. (20) can therefore be rewritten in the form

∫ ∫
∫
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b s r s u ξ s drdφdz
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+ ( ) ( ) *( , )

Γ Γ

Ω (21)

that can be integrated by the angle φ due to the axisymmetrical
treatment, introducing the elementary surface dΠ drdz= in the follow-
ing manner:

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
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∫

c ξ u ξ q S r S u ξ S d u S r S q ξ S d

b s r s u ξ s dΠ

( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) * ( , ) ℓ − ( ) ( ) * ( , ) ℓ

+ ( ) ( ) * ( , ) .

axi axi

Π
axi

ℓ ℓ

(23)

With this step we transform the whole 3D computational domain to a
quasi 2D domain, represented by the elementary surface dΠ and the
elementary edge dℓ. Therefore, we only have to evaluate the curve and
surface integrals, which makes it much easier. The axisymmetric
fundamental solution can be obtained by integrating the fundamental
solution u ξ s*( , ) by the angle φ, as shown above, and can be written as

u ξ s K m
π a b

* ( , ) = ( )
( + )

,axi 1/2 (24)

where a, b and m represent the parameters that reflect the distance
between the source and arbitrary space point, and K m( ) is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind [31]. To be exact the parameters a, b
and m read as

a r r z z b r r m b a b= + + ( − ) , = 2 , = 2 /( + ).ξ s ξ s ξ s
2 2 2

(25)

where the source point is defined by the coordinates ξ ξ r z= ( , )ξ ξ and
the arbitrary space point by s s r z= ( , )s s .

The normal derivative of the axisymmetric fundamental solution
q ξ S u ξ S n* ( , ) = ∂ * ( , )/∂→

axi axi , which is also needed in the integral equation
(23), is defined by the equation

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟q ξ S

π a b r
r r z z

a b
E m K m n S

π a b

z z
a b

E m n S

* ( , ) = 1
( + )

· 1
2

− + ( − )
−

( ) − ( ) · ( )

+ 1
( + )

·
−
−

( )· ( ),

axi
s

ξ s ξ s
r

ξ s
z

1/2

2 2 2

1/2 (26)

where nr(S) and nz(S) represents the components of the normal vector
on the boundary of the computational domain; n S n S n S→( ) = { ( ), ( )}r z ,
and E m( ) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind [31].

As stated before, the value of the free coefficient c ξ( ) depends on the
position of the source point ξ and is defined as

c ξ ξ Π
c ξ β π ξ
( ) = 1, ∈ ,
( ) = /(2 ), ∈ ℓ. (27)

where β represents the outside angle of the edge.
The derived integral Eq. (23) represents the basis of the BEM

numerical scheme for solving the axisymmetric elliptic problem that
will be used to transform the freeze-drying governing equations into
the algebraic form.

For discretization of the domain Π the four node linear cells were
used, and for the boundary ℓ, the two node linear elements. The linear
elements has been used because of the desired robustness of the
numerical model. In order to be able to specify varying material
properties in the domain and to directly apply interface conditions at
the sublimation front, the subdomain approach was used. For this case,
the integral Eq. (23) was written for every cell separately, and the
subdomains were assembled into the system of equations by applying
the equilibrium and compatibility conditions at the boundaries of
subdomains. The used subdomain approach is described in more detail
in our previous works [21,22].

For the discretization of the field function u(s) and a non homo-
geneous part b(s) a continuous linear interpolation function was used,
while for the normal derivative of the field function q(S) on the
boundary the constant interpolation function was selected. Applying
the interpolation functions and evaluating the integrals in the Eq. (23)
the algebraic or discrete form of the integral equation is obtained. In
order to obtain the full system of equations for a subdomain, the
equation is written for the source point ξ positions in every node point
of the subdomain. In the final step of obtaining the system of equations
for the whole computational domain all equations for subdomains are
assembled using the compatibility and equilibrium conditions for
adjoin cells, which in the final matrix form reads as

H u G q S b[ ]{ } = [ ]{ } + [ ]{ }. (28)

where H[ ], G[ ] and S[ ] are the matrices, u{ } is the vector of discrete
values of the field function (in nodes), q{ } is the vector of discrete
values of the field function normal derivative and b{ } is the vector of
discrete values of non-homogeneous part. The system of equations is
the discrete form of the elliptic Poison Eq. (19) that can be applied to
all governing equations of the freeze-drying problem.

4.2. Heat transfer in the frozen region

To apply the derived discretization scheme to the heat transfer
governing equation in the frozen region (2), the equation have to be
cast into the non-homogeneous elliptic form as follows,

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟T

ρ c
λ

T
t

Δ + − ∂
∂

= 0.II p II

II

,

(29)

Now if we compare the Eq. (29) to the Poison Eq. (19), we can observe
that the field function u r z( , ) represents the temperature T r z( , ), while
the non-homogenous source part b represents the accumulation term:

b
a

T
t

= − 1 ∂
∂

,
II (30)

where the thermal diffusivity of the frozen region is a λ ρ c= /( )II II II p II, .
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Finally, the time derivative in the non-homogeneous part b is dis-
cretized by using the second order asymmetric finite difference scheme,

T
t

T T T
dt

∂
∂

=
3 − 4 +

2
,t t t−1 −2

(31)

where dt represents the time step and t, t − 1 and t − 2 are successive
time indexes. At the start of the time marching the assumption T T=0 −1
is applied in order to use the scheme for all time instants. Including the
numerical scheme (31) into the non-homogeneous term (30) and using
the connection u T= t and q q T n= = ∂ /∂t t , we can write the discrete
system of Eq. (28) into the following form

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭H T G q

a
S

dt
T

dt
T

dt
T[ ]{ } = [ ]{ } − 1 [ ] 3

2
− 2 + 1

2
.t t

II
t t t−1 −2

(32)

By deciding to put the part of the accumulation that includes the
temperature field at the current time step, to the left hand side or into
the system matrix as

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭H

a dt
S T G q

a
S

dt
T

dt
T[ ] + 3

2
[ ] { } = [ ]{ } + 1 [ ] 2 − 1

2
,

II
t t

II
t t−1 −2

(33)

we obtained the final form of linear system of equations that describes
the heat transfer in the frozen region in every time step, which can be
solved in one iteration loop. The system (33) represents the discrete
form of heat transfer equation in the frozen region using BEM.

4.3. Heat transfer in the dried region

For numerical approximation of the energy conservation equation
in the dried region (1) a similar approach is used as in the case of the
frozen region. However, the equation in the presented form does not
include the Laplace operator, which is the basis for the derivation of the
elliptic discretization scheme by BEM. This is because of the non-
homogeneous thermal conductivity, which is temperature dependent
and therefore also space dependent. In order to obtain the suitable
form of the equation, the diffusion term is rewritten in the following
form

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟T

λ
λ T

dH ρ

λ
C
t a

T
t λ

N N c TΔ + 1 ∇
→

∇
→

+ ∂
∂

− 1 ∂
∂

− 1 ∇
→

·[(
⎯→⎯

+
⎯→⎯

) ]

= 0,

e I
e I

v I p

e I e I e I
v i p g

,
,

,

, , ,
,

(34)

where ae I, represents the effective thermal diffusivity of the dried
region, a λ ρ c= /( )e I e I e I pe I, , , , . The field function u r z( , ) for this governing
equation is the temperature T r z( , ), while the source part b includes all
the non-homogeneous term like non-homogeneous diffusion, deso-
rption, accumulation and convection:

b
λ

λ T
dH ρ

λ
C
t a

T
t λ

N N c T= 1 ∇
→

∇
→

+ ∂
∂

− 1 ∂
∂

− 1 ∇
→

·[(
⎯→⎯

+
⎯→⎯

) ].
e I

e I
v I p

e I e I e I
v i p g

,
,

,

, , ,
,

(35)

Because some of the terms inside the source b like T∇
→

would be very
difficult to obtain directly, explicit computation based on the computed
values of the function from the previous non-linear solution iteration is
used. With the introduction of the following notation

P λ T D C t= ∇
→

∇
→

, = ∂ /∂ ,e I, (36)

K N N c T= − ∇
→

·[(
⎯→⎯

+
⎯→⎯

) ],v i p g,

implementation of the time approximation scheme (31) and by setting
u T= t and q q T n= = ∂ /∂t t , we can rewrite the discrete elliptical numer-
ical scheme (28) into

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟H

a dt
S T G q

λ
S P

dH ρ

λ
S D

a dt
S T

a dt
S T

λ
S K

[ ] + 3
2

[ ] { } = [ ]{ } + 1 [ ]{ } + [ ]{ }

+ 2 [ ]{ } − 1
2

[ ]{ }

+ 1 [ ]{ },

e I
t t

e I
t

v p

e I
t

e I
t

e I
t

e I
t

, ,

1,

,

,
−1

,
−2

, (37)

where the part of accumulation has been shifted to the left hand side to
improve the numerical stability of the computations. To solve the heat
transfer equation in its discrete form (37), we had to include the non-
linear iteration loop inside the time step, because of the right hand side

evaluation of the temperature gradient T∇
→

t from the known values of
the previous non-linear iteration loop.

4.4. Inert gas mass transfer

As in the case, described in Section 4.3, the governing equation for
the inert gas (4) has to be recast into form containing the Laplace
operator on the function. By applying the gradient model of the inert
gas mass flux (6) into the inert gas mass conservation equation the
following form of the equation is obtained,

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥t

p
T

k
T

p
k
T

p p pϵ ∂
∂

− ∇
→

· ∇
→

+ (∇
→

+ ∇
→

) = 0.i
i i v i

3 4

(38)

By considering the molecular mass Mi and ideal gas constant R as
constants and after some derivations the governing Eq. (38) is
transformed into the elliptic form, which does include the Laplace
operator of partial pressure of the inert gas

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

k
T

k
T

p p
k
T

k
T

p p p
t

p
T

k
T

p p
k
T

p p

+ Δ + ∇
→

+ (∇
→

+ ∇
→

) ·∇
→

− ϵ ∂
∂

+ ∇
→

·(∇
→

+ ∇
→

) + Δ = 0.

i i v i i
i

v i v i

3 4 3 4

4 4

(39)

Finally, the non-homogenous part b has to be determined. By introdu-
cing the variables

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ω

k
T

k
T

p ψ
k
T

k
T

p p= + , → = ∇
→

+ (∇
→

+ ∇
→

),i i i v i
3 4 3 4

(40)

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟σ

k
T

p p
k
T

p= ∇
→

·(∇
→

+ ∇
→

) + Δi v i v
4 4

the non-homogeneous part is rewritten in the following form

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟b

ψ
ω

p
σ
ω

p
ω t

p
T

=
→

·∇
→

+ − ϵ ∂
∂

.i

i
i

i

i
i

i

i

(41)

Evaluating the gradients of partial pressure, temperature, constant k3
and k4, as well as the Laplace of liquid partial pressure pΔ v is performed
in the non-linear iteration loop within a single time step. The arbitrary
field function u r z( , ) in this case represents the partial pressure of inert
gas p r z( , )i . The time derivative inside the source part b has been
discretized with the numerical scheme (31), as

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟t

p
T

p

Tdt

p

T dt

p

T dt
∂
∂

=
3
2

−
2

+
2

.i i t

t

i t

t

i t

t

, , −1

−1

, −2

−2 (42)

Implementing the Eq. (41), time derivative discretization (42) and by
considering u p= i t, and q p n= ∂ /∂i t, into the BEM numerical scheme
(28), the discrete form of the mass conservation equation for the inert
gas is obtained
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⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟H

ω Tdt
S

σ
ω

S p G q
ω

S R

ω T dt
S p

ω T dt
S p

[ ] + 3ϵ
2

[ ] − [ ] { } = [ ]{ } + 1 [ ]{ } +

+ 2ϵ [ ]{ } − ϵ
2

[ ]{ },

i t

i

i
i t t

i
i

i t
i t

i t
i t

,

−1
, −1

−2
, −2

(43)

where R ψ p= →·∇
→

i i i. As before, a part of the accumulation term σ p ω( · )/i i i is
included into the system matrix. Due to the non-linear nature, the
equation is solved in an iterative manner inside each time step.

4.5. Water vapor mass transfer

To solve the mass transfer of the water vapor in the dried region by
using the derived BEM scheme, we encounter the same problems as in
the inert gas case. Identical transformation procedure is therefore
applied, starting by applying the gradient model of mass flux (5) into
the governing Eq. (3), followed by the derivation which leads to the
following form of the governing equation

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟t

p
T

ω p ψ p σ p ρ R
M

C
t

ϵ ∂
∂

= Δ + →·∇
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+ − ∂
∂

,v
v v v v v v p

v
1, (44)

with the new variables defined
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Now the Eq. (44) can be rewritten in the elliptic form (19) as
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where the field function u r z( , ) represents the partial pressure of the
water vapor p r z( , )v and the non-homogeneous source part b the
accumulation part, desorption and all other effects from the gradient
mass flux model:

⎛
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(47)

The computation of the sources is done in the non-linear iteration loop
inside a time step, where the gradients of partial pressure, the Laplace
of the inert gas partial pressure and other terms like desorption rate are
iteratively evaluated. As before, the time derivative approximation (42)
is also implemented.

Finally, the following matrix form of the discretized equation is
obtained

⎛
⎝⎜
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(48)

where R ψ p= →·∇
→

v v v and D C t= ∂ /∂ stands for the desorption rate.

4.6. Desorption of bounded water

The desorption ob the bounded water inside the dried region can be
modeled as a first-order kinetic problem (15), which does not include
the Laplace operator and therefore cannot be discretized using the
derived BEM numerical scheme. To determine the desorption rate and
the concentration of the bounded water in each time step we decided to
implement the time derivative form (31), resulting in

C
k dtC C C

k dt
=

2 * − 4 +
2 − 3

,t
g t t

g

−1 −2

(49)

where C C T* = *( ) is determined by the empirical model (16). The
bounded water concentration can be explicitly computed in every time
step and every mesh node by knowing the concentration history and
the temperature field for the calculation of the equilibrium concentra-
tion C*, which finally allows the computation of the desorption rate

C
t

C
dt

C
dt

C
dt

∂
∂

= −
3
2

+
2

−
2

.t t t−1 −2
(50)

4.7. Sublimation front

The interface boundary between the frozen and the dried region is
represented by the sublimation front, where sublimation process
occurs and dictates the speed of freeze-drying process. Therefore the
sublimation process on the sublimation front had to be treated very
carefully. The sublimation process or conservation of heat fluxes at the
interface is described with boundary condition (17), which connects the
two regions together.

The decision has been made to couple the heat transfer equations
for the dried and the frozen region through the boundary condition
(17), which has been rewritten in the scalar form by including the
definition of normal velocity (18) and normal derivative of the
temperature field q T n= ∂ /∂II II and q T n= ∂ /∂I I as

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟λ q λ q N T

ρ ρ
ρ c ρ c dH c T= − +

−
( − ) − −II II e I I v n

II I p
II p II I p p Ip s p g, ,

,
, , , ,

(51)

where Nv n, represent the value of the normal mass flux of the water

vapor from the sublimation front; N N n=
⎯→⎯

·→v n v n, , . With this approach,
the boundary condition at the sublimation front depends only on Nv n,
variable, which is determined by the mass flux gradient model (5) from
the known partial pressure of inert gas and water vapor, obtained from
the mass transfer equations. The equilibrium boundary condition (51),
which couples the two heat transfer equations together, is updated
through the non-linear iteration loop inside the time step in the form of

q
λ
λ

q
λ

Q= − + 1 ,II
e I

II
I

e I
m

,

, (52)

where Qm represents the convection and sublimation effects on the
sublimation front as

⎛
⎝
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⎞
⎠
⎟⎟Q N T

ρ ρ
ρ c ρ c dH c T=

−
( − ) − − .m v n

II I p
II p II I p p Ip s p g,

,
, , , ,

(53)

The discrete versions of governing equations are strongly coupled
and had to be solved within each time step by implementing an internal
non-linear iteration loop.

4.8. Moving mesh at the sublimation front

At the end of each time step, when all field functions (temperature,
partial pressure of water vapor etc.) converged inside the non-linear
iteration loop, the movement of the sublimation front can be deter-
mined. The movement can be determined explicitly by the Eq. (18),
using the known mass flux of water vapor at the interface, which is
calculated from the known constants and partial pressures by the
model (5). In order to control the changes in the mesh topology as the
sublimation front progresses, the Eq. (18) has been rewritten to the
following form

v r
N

ρ ρ
→ = →̇ = −

⎯→⎯

−
,v

II I p, (54)

where the definition of the velocity v r→ = →̇, with r→ representing the
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spatial vector of node, was used. The ˙ represents a time derivative. The
governing Eq. (54) for sublimation front movement has been used in
the component form as

r
N

ρ ρ
z

N
ρ ρ

˙ = −
−

, ˙ = −
−

.v r

II I p

v z

II I p

,

,

,

, (55)

There is no need for a higher order numerical scheme to determine the
new position, therefore the most simple first-order finite difference
numerical scheme was implemented, giving the discrete equations of
movement in the radial and z-direction as

r r
N dt

ρ ρ
z z

N dt
ρ ρ

= −
−

, = −
−

.t t
v r

II I p
t t

v z

II I p
−1

,

,
−1

,

, (56)

Because of implementing the structured mesh generation algorithm
within the computational code, the very slow movement of the
sublimation front allowed to fix the computational mesh in the radial
direction (r r=t t−1) and to permit only the node movement in the z-
direction. After the node movement and recomputation of the mesh,
the interpolation and extrapolation of the results from the previous to
the new computational mesh was performed in order to start the
calculation in the next time step.

4.9. Computational algorithm

The complex nonlinear system of equations, described in the
previous subsections, has to be solved in an iterative computational
procedure. In order to get a better view of the solution process, the
algorithm is presented in the following paragraph form:

1. Start of the numerical simulation.
2. Defining the position of the sublimation front.
3. Numerical mesh generation.
4. Determination of initial conditions for temperature, partial pres-

sures and liquid concentration.
5. Start of the time step of the primary drying stage:

● Calculation of matrices H[ ], G[ ] and S[ ].
● Start of the non-linear iteration loop:

– Calculation of the liquid desorption - Eqs. (49) and (50).
– Coupled calculation of the heat transfer for both regions -

Eqs. (33) and (37), using the equilibrium conditions at the
sublimation front - Eq. (52).

– Calculation of mass transfer coefficients k1, k3 and k k=2 4 -
Eqs. (7), (8) and (10).

– Calculation of mass transfer for the inert gas - Eq. (43).
– Calculation of mass transfer for the water vapor - Eq. (48).
– Correction of coefficients k1, k3 and k k=2 4 using new values

of partial pressures pv and pi.

– Calculation of mass fluxes: N
⎯→⎯

v and N
⎯→⎯

i - Eqs. (5) and (6).
● End of the non-linear iteration loop.
● Calculation of the new sublimation front position - Eq. (56).
● Generation of the new computational mesh.
● Interpolation of results (variables) to the new computational

mesh.
6. End of the time step computation within the primary drying stage.
7. Check if the sublimation front reached the bottom of the vial, if not

the next time step in the primary drying is computed (point 5). In
the case of reaching the bottom the computation continues with the
secondary drying stage.

8. Computational mesh generation (only porous domain).
9. Computation of matrices H[ ], G[ ] and S[ ], done only once, as the

geometry for the secondary drying stage remains constant.
10. Interpolation and extrapolation of the results from the primary

drying stage to the porous domain for setting the initial conditions
of the secondary drying stage.

11. Start of the time stepping in the secondary drying stage:

1. Start of the non-linear iteration loop:
– Calculation of the liquid desorption - Eqs. (49) and (50).
– Heat transfer calculation in the porous domain - Eq. (37).
– Calculation of mass transfer coefficients k1, k3 and k k=2 4 -

Eqs. (7), (8) and (10).
– Calculation of mass transfer for the inert gas - Eq. (43).
– Calculation of mass transfer for the water vapor - Eq. (48).
– Correction of coefficients k1, k3 and k k=2 4.

– Calculation of mass fluxes: N
⎯→⎯

v and N
⎯→⎯

i - (5) and (6).
2. End of non-linear iteration loop.

12. End of the time step computation within the secondary drying
stage.

13. Check on the bounded liquid concentration C. If the concentration
is C > 0.05 continue the computation with the next time step -
return to the point 11.

14. End of the numerical simulation.

5. Computational example: freeze-drying of skimmedmilk in
vial

Numerical simulation of the freeze-drying in a vial can be a very
demanding task to perform, as there are many unknown model
parameters or material properties under freeze drying conditions.
Also, a limited data on suitability of the used models like the gradient
model of mass fluxes in porous domains or correctness of the liquid
desorption model for different solid-liquid mixtures bring further
uncertainties, complemented by the lack of data on exact boundary
conditions on the domain boundaries. The freeze-drying process in a
vial is of course strongly connected to the heat and mass transfer in the
whole lyophilization chamber and to be able to successfully model the
freeze-drying process one should consider the whole system. Limiting
the computation to a single vial and comparing the solution to an
experimental one can therefore be very demanding task to do.

However, the proposed numerical approach has to be tested and for
the reasons stated above, we could not have tested it considering real
experimental data. The developed numerical scheme was tested on the
reference example of the freeze-drying of the skimmed milk, taken
from Mascarenhas et al. [17]. In the following, details on the
computational domain, initial and boundary conditions and material
data used are given, followed by the validation of the simulation
results, comparison and discussion.

5.1. Computational domain data

The computational domain considers only the material inside the
vial (the frozen and dried porous regions) omitting the geometry of the
vial, as also reported by Mascarenhas et al. [17]. Considering the
computational domain used by Mascarenhas et al. [17] we can
represent the domain by the cylinder of radius R = 1 mm and the
height of H = 3 mm. Because of the axisymmetrical treatment, the
computational domain is represented with one half of the axial cross-
section, as can be depicted from the Fig. 2, where the used computa-
tional mesh is also shown.

A dedicated computational code was developed for the process of
discretisation of the computational domain, as it had to be implicitly
incorporated into numerical movement of the sublimation front during
the simulation. It is linked to the changes of the size of the two sub-
domains and with that also the size and the number of the mesh
elements. For the domain discretization two different criterion have
been chosen, the first is the minimal number of elements in the z
direction, which is 5, and the second one is the characteristic length of
the element dl. Based on these two criteria the number of elements or
nodes in the z and r direction has been determined. The regular
computational mesh was recomputed every time step, because of the
moving sublimation front, by using the same number of nodes in each
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direction. If the mesh elements became too distorted (too large or too
small in the z direction) the new number of elements or nodes in each
sub-domain was selected, based on the described criteria, and the
computational mesh was recomputed. Fig. 2 shows the implemented
equidistant structured computational mesh in each sub-domain for one
particular time step.

5.2. Initial and boundary conditions

The initial condition, boundary conditions, material properties and
model constants needed for numerical simulation of the freeze-drying
of the skimmed milk were taken from Mascarenhas et al. [17]. The
material properties, used mathematical models and constants are
gathered in the Table 3. The initial condition for the temperature was
taken to be T = 241.8 K0 , while the partial pressure of the inert gas was
p = 4 Pai,0 and the partial pressure of the water vapor p = 5.2668 Pav,0 .
The initial total pressure in the dried region is then
p p p= + = 9.2668 Pai v0 ,0 ,0 , which is equal to the pressure in the
lyophilization chamber. The equilibrium concentration of adsorbed
water in the dried region for the given temperature, calculated from the
model for C⋆ in Table 3, was set to C = 0.2283 kg/kg0 .

Boundary conditions for all three variables, temperature, partial
pressure of inert gas and of water vapor, depicted in Fig. 3, were set
separately for the primary and the secondary drying stage, and are
reported in Tables 1 and 2.

At the top side the Dirichlet boundary conditions for all three
variables are prescribed, while at the bottom side only the Dirichlet
condition for the temperature is set, since the mass conservation
equations for the water content is not solved in the frozen region. At
the sublimation front, only the boundary condition for the mass
transfer has to be prescribed, while the boundary condition for the
heat conservation is included in the system of equations, governing the
movement of the sublimation front. The boundary conditions for the
partial pressures at the sublimation front are derived from the fact, that

the mass flux of inert gas at the front is zero, i.e. N
⎯→⎯

= 0i , and from the
fact that the partial pressure of the water vapor is identical to the
saturated partial pressure, i.e. pv

⋆, which is calculated by the model
stated in Table 3. Also the adsorbed water concentration at the
interface is set as the equilibrium condition calculated from the model
for C⋆ in Table 3 and given interface temperature. The boundary
condition on the symmetry axis is the zero gradient condition of
Neumann type. The zero gradient conditions for the partial pressures

come from the fact that there is no mass flow of inert gas or water vapor

through the glass (N
⎯→⎯

= 0i and N
⎯→⎯

= 0v ). On the side of the vial the heat
flux q was set to zero, allowing comparison of results to the result of
Mascarenhas et al. [17], obtained by using one dimensional approach.

The difference between the primary and the secondary drying stage
is mainly in the change of boundary conditions and computational
domain, which in the secondary stage consists of porous domain only.
For the secondary drying stage there is no interface or sublimation
front, therefore the computational mesh is set constant during this part
of computation. At the bottom part of the domain only the temperature
is elevated during the secondary stage. Because there is no sublimation
front anymore the boundary conditions for the partial pressures at the
bottom are set as zero mass flux.

The freeze-drying simulation starts with the two regions existence,
as at the top there exist already a small dried region with the height of
2% of the total height of the material in the vial. The error because of
this simplification is estimated to be very small, as the dried region
represents only a small fraction of the frozen material. The primary
drying stage is assumed to be completed when the sublimation front
reaches the bottom 2% of the total height. In the computed test case
this means that the simulation starts with the sublimation height of

Fig. 2. Geometry and computational mesh for freeze drying of skim milk.
Fig. 3. Axisymmetric representation of the vial with boundary conditions.

Table 1
Prescribed boundary conditions for the primary drying stage.

Boundary Boundary condition

top T = 303.15 K , p = 5.2668 Pav , p = 4 Pai
bottom T = 263.15 K
sublimation front p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p p=v v

⋆

axis T n∂ /∂ = 0, p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p n∂ /∂ = 0v
side T n∂ /∂ = 0, p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p n∂ /∂ = 0v

Table 2
Prescribed boundary conditions for the secondary drying stage.

Boundary Boundary condition

top T = 303.15 K , p = 5.2668 Pav , p = 4 Pai
bottom T = 303.15 K p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p n∂ /∂ = 0v
axis T n∂ /∂ = 0, p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p n∂ /∂ = 0v
side T n∂ /∂ = 0, p n∂ /∂ = 0i , p n∂ /∂ = 0v
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2.94 mm and the primary drying stage ends at the sublimation height
of 0.06 mm, when it switches to the secondary drying stage. The
simulation stops when the bounded water concentration falls below the
predefined level, in our case 5% or C = 0.05 kg/kg.

5.3. Code validation and mesh independence study

The used Subdomain BEM code has been successfully validated in
many of our papers. For example the stream function vorticity equation
solver was introduced in the paper [21]. Recently the code was tested
for the solution of the large scale general diffusion problems consisting
of multimillion mesh nodes [22]. The conjugate heat transfer bench-
mark problem was computed using the present code in [32].

To validate the results of primary and secondary drying stage, an
analysis of how the space and time domain discretization impacts the
results, especially the drying time. The analysis of space domain
discretization effect on results is presented in Table 4.

Reducing the characteristic length of the mesh element (dl) one can
observe that the time for primary and secondary drying stage converge.
For the secondary drying stage results converge much faster then for
the primary, where the effect of the moving sublimation front and mesh
deformation is very pronounced. However, the change between the two

adjoin cases is minimal and in the range of 1% or less. For the final
computations the element size of dl = 0.05 mm was chosen, which
produced accurate results with moderate computational times.

5.4. Time step independence study

As the freeze drying process is very slow process with process times
in range of several hours or even more, a time marching should be done
by using as large time steps as possible, but without loosing too much
accuracy. The analysis of time step size on the accuracy of the results is
shown in the Table 5, where for the space discretization a constant
element size of 0.1 mm has been used.

The time step value was varied between 0.01 s and 1000 s, where
smaller time steps have been chosen only for the primary drying stage
and the larger ones for the secondary drying stage. Using small time
step value is appropriate for the primary drying stage, because of the
greater system non-linearity, while it is inappropriate for the secondary
stage due to resulting very long computational times. From the results
it can be concluded that for the primary drying stage, the reasonable
time step value can be between 1 s and 0.1 s, as smaller time steps
drastically increase the computational time. For the secondary drying
stage it is reasonable to take as large time step as possible to reduce the
computational time. In order to limit the numerical error due to time
stepping procedure, the values between 100 s and 10 s are acceptable.
Based on the error analysis, for the final computations the value of
dt = 0.1 spr for the time step for the primary drying stage and dt = 10 ssec
for the secondary time step were selected.

5.5. Results and discussion

Table 6 summarizes the drying times for the primary and secondary
drying stage obtained using the derived Subdomain BEM algorithm
along with comparison to results of Mascarenhas [17] and Millman
[16]. It can be concluded that the results are in good agreement and
that the difference with the other authors is in the range of 9% for the
primary drying stage and 2% for the secondary drying stage.

Although the results for primary drying stage show a higher error it
can be observed from the Fig. 4 that the dynamics of the sublimation
front height hs is accurate in the average sense, but with a faster
sublimation at the beginning and a slower sublimation towards the end
of the primary drying stage.

The Fig. 5 presents the temperature variation in time at a certain
height for the primary drying stage. The sudden temperature jump is
the indication of the sublimation front passing a certain point or

Table 3
Value and models of different variables for skimmed milk.

Variable Value or model

C01 7.219·10 m−15 2

C1 3.85583·10 m−4

C2 0.4428

C* T T0.01exp(2.3(1.36 − 0.036( − ))0
kg 11.08·10 s−5 −1

pv
⋆

133.32 Pa·exp(23.9936 − )Hv
T

2.19Δ

dHv 2791.2 kJ/kg
dHs 2791.2 kJ/kg
k2, k4 0
Mi 29 kg/kmol
Mv 18 kg/kmol
R 8314 J/kmol K
μmx T T kg ms[18.4858( /( + 650))] /1.5

Dv i,
0 T T kg ms8.729·10 ( + ) /int

−7
0

2.334 3

Kv T T m s1.429·10 + /int
−4

0
2

Ki K M M m s· / /v v i
2

cp g, 1674.7 J/kgK

cp Ip, 2595 J/kgK

cp II, 1967.8 J/kgK

cpe I, 2595 J/kgK

λe I, p p W mK680[12.98·10 ( + ) + 39.806·10 )] /i v
−8 −6

λII 2.1 W/mK
ϵ 0.706
ρI p, 145 kg/m3

ρII 1058 kg/m3

ρe I, ρ ρ327.6 kg/m = 0.2 + 0.8II I p
3

,

Table 4
Primary and secondary drying time dependency on element length dl. Time step value
used is 1 s Delta is drying time change between two sequential results.

Primary drying Secondary drying up to 5%

dl [mm] Time [s] Delta [%] CPU [h] Time [h] Delta [%] CPU [h]

0.2 905 1.1 0.03 3.88 0.3 0.02
0.1 895 0.7 0.16 3.87 0.0 0.05
0.05 889 0.5 0.93 3.87 0.0 0.25
0.025 885 6.81 3.87 1.28

Table 5
Primary and secondary drying time dependency on time step dt value. Element length dl
is 0.1 mm. Delta is drying time change between two sequential results.

Primary drying Secondary drying up to 5%

dt [s] Time [s] Delta [%] CPU [h] Time [h] Delta [%] CPU [s]

1000 4.16 6.1 27
100 3.92 1.3 62
10 880 −1.7 0.04 3.87 0.0 138
1 895 0.4 0.26 3.87 978
0.1 891 0.2 1.30
0.01 889 7.04

Table 6
Primary and secondary drying time comparison with references.

Drying time [min] Primary Secondary

BEM 14.77 232.20
Mascarenhas [17] 13.77 228.92
Millman [16] 13.47 231.82
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height. After that such as point is positioned in the dried region, where
the desorption process of bounded water is taking place. The Fig. 5 also
shows the comparison with Mascarenhas [17], where a good agreement
is observed together with minor deviations in the dried region. For a
better imagination the contour of temperature field at different time is
shown in Fig. 6, where also the position of the sublimation front can be
seen.

Fig. 7 presents temporal dynamics of bounded water concentration
for the primary drying stage at predetermined points, which exhibit
good agreement with results of Mascarenhas [17]. The temporal

change of water concentration is very linear, which corresponds with
the used first-order kinetic model (15). Fig. 8 shows the contour of
bounded water concentration during the primary drying stage at
different times for better visualization.

Fig. 9 shows the change of bounded water concentration through
time in the secondary drying stage but only for the highest and lowest
point. The reason is in more clear presentation of the results and clear

Fig. 4. Sublimation front height dynamics.

Fig. 5. Temperature at different height versus time during primary drying. BEM results
are plotted with lines and results of Mascarenhas [17] with points.

Fig. 6. Temperature contour at different times for primary drying stage.

Fig. 7. Adsorbed water concentration at different heights versus time during primary
drying. BEM results are plotted with lines and results of Mascarenhas [17] with points.

Fig. 8. Bounded water concentration contour at different times for primary drying stage.

Fig. 9. Adsorbed water concentration at top and bottom versus time during secondary
drying stage. BEM results are plotted with lines and results of Mascarenhas [17] with
points.
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comparison with Mascarenhas [17]. Otherwise, the bounded water
concentration is linearly distributed in the dried region. The results
show nearly a perfect match with Mascarenhas and an exponential
behavior through time till the desired dryness level.

The differences of obtained results in comparison with results of
Mascarenhas [17] can be most likely attributed to the facts that in the
presented approach the mass flux constants are corrected inside the
non-linear iteration loop, the energy conservation equations are solved
in both regions simultaneously, and heat diffusion in the dried region is
treated as non-homogeneous, while Mascharenhas used the homo-
geneous diffusion approach.

6. Conclusions

The complex mathematical model of coupled heat and mass
transfer in porous and non-porous domains is solved with the
Subdomain BEM approach, where the freeze-drying process in a vial
is treated as axisymmetrical one. The proposed new numerical model
builds on the elliptic fundamental solution, treating the governing
equations in elliptic Poison's form. The time derivative was approxi-
mated with the second order FD scheme. To implement the derived
numerical scheme for computation of the mass conservation governing
equations, these had to be restated due to the lack of Laplace operator.
Including the mass flux models into the mass conservation equations
yields the appropriate elliptic form, which can be discretised by the
proposed BEM approach. The sublimation process is incorporated into
the interface heat flux boundary condition, for which the energy
conservation equation has been simultaneously solved in the frozen
and dried regions. The interface condition was reformulated in order to
contain only the normal mass flux of water vapor as the unknown
variable that is updated through the iteration process. Because of the
highly interconnected system of governing equations, the non-linear
iteration loop has been introduced in each time step to update the
variables and to evaluate some unknown terms in discretised equa-
tions. Because of the moving sublimation front the simulation of the
primary drying stage is computationally the most expensive part, as the
computational mesh has to be regenerated in every time step, leading
to computation of new boundary and domain integrals.

The proposed numerical scheme has been tested on the example of
freeze-drying of skimmed milk in a vial. The results with other authors
show a good agreement which indicates that the proposed numerical
approach is appropriate, accurate and by using an appropriate numer-
ical mesh and time step values also reasonably fast.

Although the problem has been approximated as axisymmetrical
one, it still provides a detailed insight into local as well as global
conditions of mass and heat transfer in the vial. In case of vials as
solution containers, the derived model can also be implemented in a
more complex numerical simulation of mass and heat transfer in the
whole dryer containing several hundred or even thousand vials.
Development of a dedicated numerical model for freeze drying is the
first step in developing a CFD based freeze-drying model, where full
solution of the fluid flow with heat and mass transfer in the drying
chamber will be coupled to solution of BEM based submodels for
drying inside the vials, followed by comparison with experimental
determination of temperature kinetics inside the vials. In this way, the
validated coupled CFD-BEM numerical model will be a powerful
computational tool for determination of global as well as local
efficiencies of the freeze-drying process.
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